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Abstract

Recently, government and news media publications have noted that a large-scale military cyberattack against the United States will be crippling primarily because of the existing personnel shortages and expertise gaps in the cybersecurity workforce. One critical job role within cyber defense
teams is the malicious-code reverse engineer who deconstructs malicious code to understand, at
the binary level, how the malware behaves on a network. Given the severe staffing shortages of
these engineers, efforts to identify individual traits and characteristics that predict the development of expertise is important. Currently, job analysis research on teams of malicious-code reverse engineers is lacking. Therefore, a job analysis was conducted to identify individual factors
(e.g., cognitive abilities, knowledge, and skills) and team factors (e.g., team leadership, decision
making) that enable, encumber, or halt the development of malicious-code reverse engineering
expertise. A 10-member malicious-code reverse engineering team was interviewed using a contextual inquiry/semi-structured interview hybrid technique to collect job analysis information.
Performance factors were inferred based on the raw interview data.
The results indicate that expert performance requires other non-domain-specific knowledge and
skills (e.g., performance monitoring, oral and written communication skills, teamwork skills) that
enable successful performance. Expert performance may be enabled by personality factors (i.e.,
conscientiousness) and cognitive abilities (i.e., working memory capacity). Attributes of successful novices were also collected. Subsequent research will empirically validate that these factors
predict the development of expertise. Training and operations implications for this research are
also detailed.
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1 Introduction

Recently, government and news media publications1 have noted that a large-scale military
cyberattack against the United States will be crippling primarily because of the existing personnel
shortages and expertise gaps in the cybersecurity workforce [Evans 2010]. Consequently, the mission of the U.S. Department of Defense’s (DoD’s) Science and Technology Enterprise [DoD
2011] includes the acceleration of trained, future, workforce personnel [DoD 2010]; however,
training the masses is resource intensive (e.g., time, money, manpower). A more advantageous
approach is to train personnel with the greatest potential to rapidly excel in training paradigms
that mimic real-world job tasking rather than train the masses. One way to identify potential candidates is using an operator selection program (OSP)—a method of selecting individuals into
training programs based on a matched profile between the individual’s capabilities and previously
validated, predictive performance capabilities. The research methodology used to establish an
OSP has been extensively used and validated in other domains such as aviation [Nickels 1995,
Nyfield 1983], rail transportation [Shapiro 2013], human resources [Hausdorf 2010, Kuncel
2010], and military personnel selection [Halstead 2008, White 2005]. OSPs are typically established to select candidates with the greatest potential of becoming experts2 in mission-critical jobs
with severe staffing shortages. One such job role that is the lynchpin of cyber defense teams [DoD
2010, slide 14] is the malicious-code reverse engineer (also called a malicious-code analyst or
malware analyst) who deconstructs malicious code to understand, at the binary level, how the
malware behaves on a network. Given the severe shortages of people in this important job role
[Sikorski 2012, p. XXViii], we aim to establish an OSP to identify a profile of individual traits
and characteristics that can predict expert on-the- job performance.
Historically, OSP research has exclusively studied cognitive abilities as performance predictors
[Thomas 2006]. However, recent critiques on the low validity of these cognitive ability performance predictors in OSPs have pushed the research community to include measures of noncognitive psychological factors (e.g., emotional intelligence, personality, integrity, social desirability) in an attempt to improve predictive validity [Lievens 2011, Stabile 2002, Thomas 2006].
One non-cognitive psychological factor receiving little attention in OSP research is teamwork
skills, which we loosely define here as human skills or attributes that facilitate effective team
member interactions to accomplish a team mission or goal. A large corpus of teamwork research
external to OSP research indicates that teamwork skills are important to job performance in many
present-day organizations [Cohen 1997, Lee 2013, McKendrick 2013, Yilmaz, 2013]. In addition,
teamwork skills are listed in the task work outlined in various cybersecurity job analysis findings
in the development of a DoD Cyber Workforce Framework created by the National Initiative for
Cybersecurity Education [DHS 2012]. While this prior job analysis research lacked information
on the job role of malicious-code reverse engineer, the relationship this job role has with forensics
and incident handling implies some level of teamwork. Therefore, what is missing in OSP re1

“Less than ten percent of the estimated necessary 30,000 skilled security professionals are in the workplace – it
is clear that addressing the gap has never been greater,” according to SANS NewsBites Volume 14, Number
54, dated 7/10/12.

2

The term expert is loosely defined as a person possessing a comprehensive and authoritative knowledge of or
skill in a particular area. We will expand this definition later in this technical report.
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search is not only job analysis research on malicious-code reverse engineering but also the study
of teamwork skills as potential predictors of reverse engineer job performance.
If the overall purpose of this work is to find job candidates who possess the greatest potential of
developing expertise rapidly, an exclusive focus on individual selection criteria may encumber the
overall objective of OSPs. Hence, a holistic evaluation is warranted of other organizational and
team factors that can adversely impact training and on-the-job performance [Arvey 1998, Guzzo
1996]. In other words, the selection of qualified individuals based on individual traits and characteristics is moot if the organizational and team contexts do not support the development of their
expertise.3 Prior teamwork research has indicated that organizational contexts are one of the primary inhibitions to the development of individual and team expertise [Drouin 2013, Tannenbaum
2012, Voss 1995]. Organizational cultures, philosophies, and policies can encumber team skill
acquisition and team performance [Seamster 2001, Tannenbaum 2012]. In addition, team performance can be adversely impacted by teamwork factors such as a lack of team trust [Lee 2013],
lack of team mental models [Edwards 2006, Lim 2006, Marks 2000, Mathieu 2000], lack of team
transactive memory4 [Akgün 2005, Austin 2003, Gino 2010, Zhang 2007], poor communication
[Jentsch 2001, McIntyre 1995], and lack of effective team leadership [Bass 1985, Ginnett 1987].
In addition, theories outlining components of effective teamwork [Dickinson 1997], as well as
teamwork competencies [Cannon-Bowers 1995], have been generated. Therefore, the OSP research effort reported here seeks to identify organizational contexts and team factors that enable,
encumber, or halt the development of an individual’s expertise.
The first step in establishing an OSP is to conduct an extensive job analysis of a team of malicious-code reverse engineers. Job analysis results will be used to generate possible performance
predictors that we call potential requirements (PR). These PRs formulate the profile of organizational, team, and individual factors (e.g., characteristics, traits, qualities, capabilities) that may
impact personnel selection and rapid development of expertise. The term PRs was intentionally
chosen for several reasons. First, we are evaluating a system of expertise development that includes humans, technology, and organizational contexts. The term requirements has traditionally
been reserved for non-human system components; we are expanding the use of this term to include socio-technical system components (e.g., humans, computers, and organizations). In addition, this study is not generating competencies5 because they focus exclusively on the individual
and are not defined in terms of the team or organizational impacts. Finally, requirements are labeled potential because they are not validated on a broader sample of malicious-code reverse engineers. Validation research will be done in follow-on research.
To summarize, we aim to identify potential requirements of the job role of malicious-code reverse
engineer and respective organizational and team contexts that impact and potentially predict the
3

Five levels of expertise exist on a continuum from novice, apprentice, journeyman, expert, and finally to master.
The development of expertise is the individual improvement from lower levels of expertise towards higher levels
of expertise (expert and master). Clark defines an expert as a person whose judgments are uncommonly accurate and reliable, whose performance shows both skill and economy of effort, and who deals with tough and unusual cases. A master teaches others whose judgments set regulations, standards, or ideas [Clark 2008, p. 8].
In this technical report, we use the term expert for both the expert and master levels of expertise.

4

Transactive memory is the practice of dividing up the total human memory information load such that each team
member holds in his or her memory a subset of information required for team performance.

5

Competencies are underlying characteristics of a person that result in effective and/or superior performance in a
job [Boyatzis 1982].
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rapid development of incumbent expertise. This initial research will be the foundation of an OSP
for malicious-code reverse engineers.
This report is structured as follows:





Section 2 details the study methodology used as well as participant sampling.
Section 3 provides an overview of the analyses used and the results.
Section 4 summarizes the results, implications, and limitations of the research.
Section 5 details unexpected research challenges that have implications for academic researchers and operations.
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2 Method

Several step-by-step job analysis protocols exist in OSP research paradigms; however, we chose
an adapted version from the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA’s) job analysis protocols documented by Doverspike and Arthur [Doverspike 2012] and Nickels and colleagues [Nickels 1995]. Our adapted protocol includes the following steps:
1. Review existing literature (e.g., peer-review publications on job analysis within cybersecurity,
job descriptions, source materials, other published job analysis literature on cybersecurity
jobs) and assemble a list of job tasks or other relevant job analysis information.
2. Conduct job analysis interviews and analyze the results.
3. Validate the list of job tasks with a focus group on subject matter experts.
4. Create and launch a survey of incumbents to rate the importance and frequency of each job
task and requirement.
5. Analyze the results using descriptive models and a linkage diagram.
6. Cull the results to obtain a parsimonious task list and set of job requirements based on Steps 4
and 5.
This document reports on Steps 1 and 2 and details them below; future research will report on
Steps 3-6.
2.1 Step 1. Review existing literature.
2.1.1

Purpose and Overall Description

The purpose of this step is to collect published job analysis information (e.g., task lists, job requirements) on malicious-code reverse engineer roles to build a foundation list of task work and
potential predictors.
2.1.2

Method

We conducted a modified systematic literature review [Kitchenham 2009] to identify all the research papers analyzing the job of malicious-code reverse engineer. We searched the peerreviewed literature in Google Scholar using all two-way permutations following two groups of
key word terms: (1) job analysis, work analysis, job task analysis, and cognitive task analysis and
(2) reverse engineering, malicious-code reverse engineering, and malware analyst. When no results were produced, we broadened the search to include any publications on cybersecurity job
analysis in the public domain. We subsequently searched Defense Technical Information Center
(DTIC) for public research papers on malicious-code reverse engineers, and, when that produced
no results, we broadened the search again to include publications on cybersecurity job analysis.
We found these six non-peer-reviewed publications of job analyses on cybersecurity job roles, but
none included the malicious-code reverse engineer job role:

O*Net™


Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Outlook Handbook



Development of a DoD Cyber Workforce Framework



OPM Job Family Standards in the Information Technology Group
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National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE)



DoD 8570 Information Assurance Workforce Improvement Program

All cybersecurity job roles and respective tasks listed in the above documents were aggregated
into a single list of 969 total tasks; redundancies were included in this total count. None of the
above publications included the malicious-code reverse engineer job role, yet two job roles (computer network defense [CND] incident responder and CND forensics analyst) from two different
sources listed task duties involving malware (see Table 1). Given that these results were not useful for providing an understanding of the task work of malicious-code reverse engineers, we proceeded to the next step of our protocol listed in the method section.
Table 1:

Tasks Involving Malicious-Code Reverse Engineering or Malware Analysis from Resultant
Systematic Literature Review

Task

Source

Perform tier 1, 2, and 3 malware analysis.

Development of a DoD Cyber CND forensic analyst
Workforce Framework (U.S.
National Security Administration [NSA])

Job Role

Collect and analyze intrusion artifacts (e.g., source
code, malware, and Trojans) and use discovered
data to enable mitigation of potential CND incidents
within the enclave.

Development of a DoD Cyber CND forensic analyst
Workforce Framework (NSA)

Collect and analyze intrusion artifacts (e.g., source
code, malware, and Trojans) and use discovered
data to enable mitigation of potential CND incidents
within the enclave.

Development of a DoD Cyber CND incident
Workforce Framework (NSA) responder

Collect and analyze intrusion artifacts (e.g., source
code, malware, and Trojans) and use discovered
data to enable mitigation of potential CND incidents
within the enterprise.

NICE document (functional
roles)

CND incident
responder

2.2 Step 2. Conduct job analysis interviews and analyze results.
2.2.1

Purpose and Overall Description

The purpose of this step is to generate individual, team, and organizational PRs based on the job
analysis results that facilitate the rapid development of expert malicious-code reverse engineers.
Since limited training exists for these reverse engineers, the development and measurement of
expertise is assumed to exclusively occur on the job rather than in training facilities. We interviewed a team of malicious-code reverse engineers individually to collect job task work,
knowledge/skill requirements, and work flow information. Then, we abstracted PRs from our
analysis of the interview data.
2.2.2

Method

2.2.2.1

Participants

A 10-member team of self-identified reverse engineers and supporting staff6 were interviewed: 4
junior malicious-code reverse engineers, 4 senior malicious-code reverse engineers, 1 trends ana6

Supporting staff includes other professionals working intimately with malicious-code reverse engineers (i.e.,
researchers, trend analysts, and team leads) but does not include administrative assistants.
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lyst, and 1 team manager. Not all members of the team self-identified as being full-time reverse
engineers; however all knew how to reverse-engineer malicious code on some level and worked
intimately with malicious-code reverse engineers. Table 2 depicts the type of work (i.e., trend
analysis, longitudinal analysis, reverse engineering, and management) each team member is responsible for and the relative time commitment to each work type. Each row represents a single
team member, whose identity has been anonymized to protect participant privacy.
Table 2:

Type of Work and Respective Time Commitment of Each Team Member

Trends

Longitudinal

Reverse Engineering

Management

x

xxx

xxx
x
xxx
xxx

xx
x

xx

xxx

xx

xx

xxx

xx

x

x
x

x

xxx
xxx
xx

KEY:

xxx

x = some
xx = much
xxx = most

2.2.2.2

Interview Materials

The interview strategy is an amalgamation of a semi-structured interview7 and a contextual inquiry interview.8 All interview materials provided in Appendix C were administered orally. Given
the exploratory nature of this interview, each interview question was intended to inspire further
discussion on the topic(s) the question presented.
The semi-structured interview materials are an agglomeration of content on the following topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

participant’s background
skills/knowledge requirements for novices and experts
critical incidents
teamwork
personality
organizational attributes

7

A semi-structured interview is a “question/answer” interview strategy that allows for discussions of responses
and mild deviations off-topic to important information.

8

A contextual interview involves a researcher shadowing the participant doing work in the native work environment. Some questions can be asked of the participant to clarify the work being executed, but this interview
technique does not include a predefined question set.
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The participant’s background content included questions to uncover historical individual attributes (e.g., work history, educational history, work experiences) important to developing expertise
in entry-level reverse engineers. This information led to a discussion about what participants believed were the observable distinctions between expert and novice malicious-code reverse engineers, as well as the knowledge and skill requirements necessary for both types. Experts were defined as individuals who were superior to most senior reverse engineers, and novices were defined
as entry-level new hires with little or no prior reverse engineering experience.
Since formal discussions with study participants did not produce distinctions between different
cognitive abilities, the research team inferred cognitive ability requirements from the critical incidents provided. Critical incidents are accounts of experiences where unsafe acts or near-miss accidents occurred [Sanders 1987]. However, we adapted the critical incident technique to include
examples of both poor and excellent reverse engineering job performance. To identify cognitive
ability requirements, we discussed the natural abilities and talents of individuals involved in the
examples of excellent reverse engineering performance.
The questions about teamwork and personality that we included (also provided in Appendix C)
explored potential impactful factors to reverse engineer job performance that were identified in
prior research. Teamwork question content included items about leadership styles [Bass 1997] and
teamwork components [Dickinson 1997]. We verbally defined each leadership style investigated
(i.e., laissez-faire, participative, consultative, democratic, and autocratic) and then asked participants to identify the most frequent leadership style(s) used within the team. Discussions about
these styles followed. Next, we verbally defined teamwork components (i.e., team orientation,
leadership, communication, monitoring, feedback, backup behavior, and coordination [Dickinson
1997]) and collected ratings of importance and frequency on questions representing each of them.
Personality questions were generated based on the dimensions of the “Big Five” personality factors [Costa 1992] as well as other related information identified in the interview pilot testing. After verbally defining each of the five factors (i.e., openness to experience, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism), we collected ratings of importance and frequency.
More important than ratings, these five factors also served as discussion points to explore how
personality may impact expertise development and what personality attributes seemed to be
common among experts; thus, a more rigorous investigation into personality subscales was not
explored.
A portion of the semi-structured interview questions was adapted from five out of the six dimensional question sets listed in the O*Net™ content model (http://www.onetcenter.org/
content.html). These five dimensions include worker requirements, worker characteristics, experience requirements, occupational requirements, and occupation-specific information. We selected
questions pertaining to organizational factors of white-collar jobs and used them to generate discussion in the organizational factors portion of the semi-structured interview.
We also conducted a contextual inquiry to assess task work, work flow, and communication patterns among team members. Contextual inquiry is a type of participant-shadowing technique to
observe daily task work performed by the participant. Given the sensitive nature of reverse engineering work, a mock work environment was erected. That environment included a large monitor,
a keyboard, a mouse, and office furniture typically found in participants’ work environment; all
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environmental artifacts served to cue memories of daily task work. Since contextual inquiries are
unscripted, there are no associated interview materials in Appendix C.
2.2.2.3

Procedure

Prior to each two-hour interview, all participants were instructed to review the consent form and
bring laptop computers to the mock work environment. After obtaining each participant’s informed consent, we audio recorded each session for transcription and data-analysis purposes. At
the beginning of each session, we reviewed the study’s purpose and the interview agenda (i.e.,
Structured Interview Topics listed in Appendix C). During the final five minutes of each interview, we summarized the session’s results and asked participants to critique the summary for accuracy. Then, we debriefed participants on the study objectives and compensated them for their
time before releasing them.
Because of the large amount of content to cover in a single session, we were typically able to cover only about three-fourths of the content during each two-hour interview. All participants were
asked questions on core topics (background information, knowledge requirements, and critical
incidents), but coverage of other content areas was opportunistic such that we ensured at least two
participants responded to each of those non-core content areas. The interview question order was
largely participant-driven; for example, if a participant discussed teamwork concerns during the
contextual interview, we followed up with teamwork questions.
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3 Analysis Method and Results

In this section, we briefly describe our analysis method and then review the results of our analysis.
3.1 Analysis Method
The raw data collected in these interviews will help us generate PRs on the individual, team, and
organizational strata for developing expertise in malicious-code reverse engineering. Raw data
consists of statements made by a single interviewee about a particular concept or idea; we collated
statements from multiple participants on each concept into a raw data point. Then, we annotated
each point with the following example notation: P1-14, where P1 identifies the individual and 14
is the comment number in the transcript attributed to that participant. We cite the raw data using
this notation in the “Analysis Results” section below.
We used those data points to generate three descriptive models: (1) an affinity model [Kawakita
1975] that organizes the raw data into a taxonomic structure, (2) a communication flow model
[Beyer 1998] that depicts the flow of information across all members of the malicious code team,
and (3) the culture model [Beyer 1998] that documents the within-organization influences on the
malicious code team. Because the information contained in these descriptive models was proprietary, we could not publish the models.
Each insight9 gleaned from review of the raw data and models was translated into one or more
PRs. A single PR can address the raw data points made by one or more interview participants. We
wrote most of the PRs as statements that follow the grammatical structure below. However, the
level of granularity of all PRs was not consistent because raw data represent different levels of
granularity:

summarizing category: an overall requirement descriptor
for example, Minimal distractions from task engagement


objective: the goal or purpose behind the actions
for example, To foster the development of expertise



actions: processes, procedures, and so forth articulated to achieve said objective
for example, Minimal distraction from deep engagement with the work and problem space is
important.



intent: the underlying reasoning or rationale for why the actions are needed to achieve the
objective or why this potential requirement is important
for example, Distractions reduce the time available to work on problems

9

An insight is an understanding of relationships between raw data that may further clarify a complex factor or
potentially solve a problem.
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Here are the examples from above shown in one PR:
Minimal distractions from task engagement: To foster the development of expertise, minimal
distractions from deep engagement with the work and problem space is important. Distractions reduce the time available to work on problems. Ineffective meetings are considered a
distraction.
In each PR, we included only those grammatical elements supported by the raw data: We did not
infer any of them. Some PRs were not written with this grammatical structure because they reflect
two additional kinds of interview data collected: higher order thinking skill (HOTS) data and rating data. Some of the raw data we collected reflect HOTS requirements of experts. In past research, HOTS data were grouped into eight levels of the Bloom’s taxonomic structure [Anderson
2001] to reflect eight levels of HOTSs. Raw data points from a variety of participants reflecting
different HOTS levels were aggregated into a single PR: one PR for each of the eight levels. The
PRs written from ratings data provide the summary statistics for all 10 participants in each PR.
3.2 Analysis Results
PRs were categorized into those with respect to experts, novices, teams, organizations, and cognitive abilities. We then grouped these categorized PRs into high-level (more generic) and low-level
PRs (more specific). We also created a separate category for cognitive ability PRs (e.g., memory
capacity, mathematical reasoning skills). This section begins with a brief discussion of the emergent milestones in the development of expertise, followed by a discussion of the high- and lowlevel PRs, and finally, the cognitive ability PRs generated. The results of this research are grounded in the raw data generated in our interviews. Each statement made by each participant was labeled with the following comment number format: “(P9-16),” denoting participant P9’s comment
#16 in P9’s transcript. The results generated in this analysis by the researchers are often referenced directly back to the underlying raw data via the comment number.
Emergent Milestones. Developing expertise in malicious-code reverse engineering may initially
involve a series of sequential milestones achieved by novices on their way to reaching a certain
intermediate level of expertise (milestones 1-3). Once this intermediate level is reached, the development from intermediate to expert status was reportedly achieved though significant amounts
of time spent in high-quality task engagement (milestones 4-5). The length of time required to
achieve each milestone is an individual difference, yet we report estimates provided by study participants. All comments attributed to the comment numbers provided in this paragraph are listed
in Table 4 below. The first milestone is achieved when novices learn proficiency in the IDA Pro
disassembler, compilers, debuggers, and other job relevant software (B1-7). The second milestone
occurs at approximately 8-12 months post-hiring when novices become “operational” as indicated
by a significant reduction in the amount of assistance required to execute daily task work (B1-9).
The third milestone occurs when the junior reverse engineer’s knowledge about a problemsolution space is comparable to the expert’s level of knowledge. This occurs when the more junior
engineer has attempted all strategies an expert would attempt but without the guidance of an expert. When the two meet to discuss the problem-solution space and the expert cannot offer a strategy that the junior engineer has not already attempted, this junior engineer has reached this third
milestone (P9-22, P9-25, P11-11). The fourth milestone occurs with some type of organizational
promotion to a senior reverse engineering job, approximately five to seven years post-hire (P4-3).
The final milestone is not easily discernible but occurs with repeated difficult challenges that are
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solved without the assistance of another reverse engineer; fellow reverse engineers do not have
the knowledge/skills to provide assistance on these challenges. Thus, this fifth milestone is characterized by repeated experiences in which the reverse engineer must persist through his or her
own ignorance (P11-11). Study participants identified the fifth milestone as an indication of an
expert.
High- and Low-Level PRs. PRs are grouped according to how much detail they contain. Those
with more detail (high-level PRs) are reviewed first below, followed by those with less detail
(low-level PRs). The high-level PRs are about expert, novice, team, and organizational required
attributes. The low-level PRs are about required knowledge, cognitive skills, and cognitive abilities for malicious-code reverse engineering experts.
Appendix A contains a table of all the expert, novice, team, and organizational high-level PRs
generated from these interviews. A novice in this analysis is defined as any person who has little
or no experience reverse engineering in an organizational setting. Novice PRs reflect individual
characteristics of new hires that indicate great potential for developing expertise rapidly. An expert is a master-level reverse engineer (i.e., someone who has reached milestone 5 and beyond),
and respective PRs indicate individual attributes of these experts.
Only the high-level PRs (more generic PRs) are listed in Appendix A. The process of generating
Appendix A is as follows. Because many study participants offered conceptually similar statements, we generated a single statement that reflected each concept and then created a link to the
supportive raw data statements made by each participant. Given the space constraints, we did not
list the supportive raw data statements; rather, we just included the respective comment number
(for example, [P9-16]) in the participant’s transcripts. Then, these single conceptual statements
and respective comment numbers were grouped together based on a common theme in Appendix
B. One common theme is captured on a single slide in Appendix B, and the supportive conceptual
statement and respective supportive comment numbers are listed in each row of the table embedded in each slide. (Data that is proprietary has been omitted.) We then generated a single statement that captured this common theme, called a PR, and provided that PR at the top of each slide.
In Appendix A, we listed these slide-based PRs, which are high-level PRs because of their generic
nature, with the respective slide number. We then grouped the PRs into four types: (1) novice (individual), (2) expert (individual), (3) team, and (4) organizational. These high-level PRs describe
observable attributes or qualities of each of these four entities. For example, the “expert” PRs not
only assist in the identification of experts but also characterize attributes of their work experience.
The boundary between team and organizational PRs is not distinct, so we define it here for research purposes. PRs pertaining to work attributes that are managed by Human Resources department staff (e.g., job descriptions, staffing requirements), management attributes above the
team-lead level, and characteristics of the organization that directly impact the individual are all
included under “organizational.” Team PRs pertain to team dynamics (i.e., communication, work
flow, decision making), team structure, and leadership. In sum, 18 PRs were written for novice
requirements, 14 PRs for expert requirements, 10 PRs for team requirements, and 16 PRs for organizational requirements. Two PRs were redundantly classified as both team and organizational
requirements.
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Low-level PRs (more detailed PRs) involve individual knowledge and cognitive skills, with greater detail than high-level PRs. We include supportive comment numbers in this paragraph about
low-level PRs but the raw data statements attributed to these comments are not included because
the level of detail below is synonymous with the level in the transcript. The low-level PRs detail
required analytic techniques as well as the types of knowledge experts required for stellar job performance. Analytic technique requirements include static and dynamic analysis, although it is not
clear whether experts need to be highly skilled at executing and interpreting the results from both
types of analyses. Experts are said to be strong at executing one or the other but not both. One
participant opined that experts are often more knowledgeable at static analysis (P2-31) than dynamic analysis. In addition, experts must have a knowledge of various assembly instructions (P248, P4-11) including the most uncommon and common10 aspects of them (P8-54). Experts need to
identify patterns in the assembly code (P4-11) and transfer the high-level interaction knowledge
over to a different architecture. For example, they should be familiar with Intel Windows Platforms and the X86 assembly, including the 1700 assembly instructions as well as the more interesting assembly instructions11 that are not used at a high level (P8-54).12 Also, experts should be
able to transfer their knowledge of assembly languages to mobile platforms (P8-54). In addition to
assembly languages, experts have a diverse knowledge of various coding languages and highlevel programming language constructs (e.g., object-oriented programming) (P2-48). This includes knowledge of how to write kernel drivers—an indication of a deep level of technical expertise (P2-48). Finally, knowledge of architectural internals, operating systems, executable formats,
cryptography, and network protocols is indicative of high levels of expertise (P2-48). Because this
research involves a study of a single team of reverse engineers, we expect this information to be
incomplete and to be embellished with additional studies of other malicious-code reverse engineering teams.
Cognitive Ability PRs. Cognitive ability PRs are not necessarily observable individual characteristics that participants directly identified. Therefore, these PRs were inferred by the research team
from the raw data collected. These were cognitive abilities that participants indicated experts possessed but since cognitive abilities are inherited and fairly stable individual traits, novices may
also possess them. No standardized list of cognitive abilities and respective, agreed-upon definitions exist in the academic community, but O*Net publishes an open-source standardized list of
four types of abilities that will be used here: cognitive, psychomotor, sensory, and physical. For
this research effort, we selected abilities representative of these four types on O*Net and aggregated them to the generic PRs listed in Table 3. Each cognitive ability is listed in the table as a
10

Common and uncommon refer to the arcana of instruction implementation. Examples of common aspects involve understanding how instructions manipulate the stack, flags, and so on, while uncommon aspects might
involve understanding the interaction between processor state and the operating system running on top, undocumented instructions, and so forth.

11

Interesting instructions are those whose effects on a program or machine state are not necessarily or immediately obvious, or those that are not used frequently (due to either disuse by compilers or handwritten assembly).

12

High level refers to how reverse engineers identify and communicate the semantics and abstractions present in
a bit of code. For example, some bit of malicious code might be copying its configuration into memory. A highlevel summary might be “duplicating its config block,” a medium-level summary might be “copying bytes from
one memory location to another,” while a low-level summary might be “copy using movsd/rep.” It is important to
understand what is going on at multiple levels of abstraction (i.e., the interesting aspects) so similar patterns of
usage can be identified when the implementations are byte-for-byte different.
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single PR. All cognitive abilities are defined, and next to each definition are the supporting raw
data statement and the comment number in parenthesis. The supportive raw data is not exhaustive;
we chose an exemplar or two to illustrate the required cognitive ability. Beyond the cognitive
abilities listed in Table 3, working-memory capacity and long-term-memory capacity are also PRs
that emerged from the collected data. The ability to hold chunks of information in working
memory, retrieved from long-term-memory stores, while matching them to chunks of information
perceived in the malware sample seems to indicate a need for large working-memory capacity. In
addition, the ability to store large amounts of detailed information in long-term-memory stores to
be retrieved at different frequencies intimates the requirement of a sophisticated long-termmemory encoding, storage, and retrieval capability.
Table 3:

Potential Cognitive Abilities of Expert Malicious-Code Reverse Engineers Based on Raw
Data

Cognitive Ability Definition

Supporting Raw Data – Unedited (Reference)

Category flexibility The ability to generate or use
different sets of rules for combining or grouping things in
different ways

Finding the clever aspects of code the hacker used
is very interesting. Especially if there is nothing in
the documentation that could help him (P4-49).
Experts will sometimes look at encryption strategies [in the malware] and determine whether
they’ve seen this type of encryption. If not, they are
able to tell whether they need to investigate the
encryption further (P8-35).

Deductive reason- The ability to apply general
ing
rules to specific problems to
produce answers that make
sense

There is some pleasure you get from writing [code]
that survives one particular problem. There is a
certain amount of excitement you get when something works outside of the thing you originally
started with (e.g., writing a script that works across
malicious code). [“Scripts” includes logic, rules,
and knowledge the person learns over time] (P1137).
Pattern matching expertise is looking at the problem space and coming up with a list of patterns
that you think will be important (P8-34).
There are people on the team who argue that lower level languages like C and C++ are necessary
but I don’t care what language you know, if you
can understand the basic constructs of programming language, you can apply it to any language
(P4-54).

Flexibility of closure

The ability to identify or detect
a known pattern (a figure,
object, word, or sound) that is
hidden in other distracting
material

When you look at code, it’s a bunch of bytes and
you have to determine what bytes are for assembly
instructions (called code) and what are data. No
automated tools get the distinction between assembly instructions and data completely right so
humans have to double check (P2-18).
Sometimes experts pick out functions or sub portions of functions because this is a more difficult
task. It’s often a trial and error game. Experts can
look at the choices and based on familiarity, they
can choose what is more likely to produce good
signal than other choices (P8-36).

Fluency of ideas

The ability to come up with a
number of ideas about a topic

If they can recall the instance of an example pattern vs. having familiarity: depends on number of
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Cognitive Ability Definition

Inductive reasoning

Supporting Raw Data – Unedited (Reference)

(the number of ideas is important, not their quality, correctness, or creativity)

exposures, temporal distance, some people have a
memory for everything they’ve ever worked on
(P8-39).

The ability to combine pieces
of information to form general
rules or conclusions (includes
finding a relationship among
seemingly unrelated events)

Experts often improvise through problem solving.
They look at all of the facts and find patterns. They
create new information by synthesizing the data
and inferring new information from it (P1-15).
The learning curve is extraordinarily high, things
will be very confusing, and you need to systematically break down what you learn into chunks and
be able to assemble those chunks as you go along
(P4-55).

Information order- The ability to arrange things or
ing
actions in a certain order or
pattern according to a specific
rule or set of rules (e.g., patterns of numbers, letters,
words, pictures, mathematical
operations)

You have to hold a lot of details in your mind at the
same time to be an expert and develop an abstraction that accounts for all of them and that abstraction can change in the face of new information.
You have to have a detailed stack and rearrange
the stack while staring at some bits (P11-22).

Mathematical
reasoning

Topics of knowledge required for expertise = math;
different shifts, powers, multiplication and division.
Need to go between base 10 and base 16 small
conversions in your head (B1-103).

The ability to choose the right
mathematical methods or formulas to solve a problem

Trying to teach someone reverse engineering
when they don’t even have a background in programming is very difficult (P9-17).
Memorization

The ability to remember information such as words,
numbers, pictures, and procedures

He built up a lot of patterns that he could recognize
in his memory for what it is and what it does and
he could take those patterns he identified and assimilate them together to paint the picture for what
malware was doing. This was based on lots of experience analyzing malware (P4-31).
If they can recall the instance of an example pattern vs. having familiarity: depends on number of
exposures, temporal distance, some people have a
memory for everything they’ve ever worked on
(P8-39).

Near vision

The ability to see details at
close range (within a few feet
of the observer)

We look at the raw assembly code and we see
what the machine would process (P4-11).

Number facility

The ability to add, subtract,
multiply, or divide quickly and
correctly

Topics of knowledge required for expertise = math;
different shifts, powers, multiplication and division.
Need to go between base 10 and base 16 small
conversions in your head (B1-103).

Oral expression

The ability to communicate
information and ideas in
speaking so others will understand

When at a conference and I’m watching a presenter, good reverse engineers don’t gloss over the
technical details. They might go deeper in the
middle but begin to hand wave at the end of the
presentation, that’s a cue that they are not prepared to go into lots of detail. Also Q & A must be
detailed (P2-23).
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Cognitive Ability Definition

Supporting Raw Data – Unedited (Reference)

Originality

Expertise involves having a variety of approaches
to solving a problem in their head (P2-42).

The ability to come up with
unusual or clever ideas about
a given topic or situation, or to
develop creative ways to
solve a problem

The job is very intellectually taxing, you have to
have some creativity (P11-23).

Perceptual speed The ability to quickly and accurately compare similarities
and differences among sets of
letters, numbers, objects, pictures, or patterns. The things
to be compared may be presented at the same time or
one after the other. This ability
also includes comparing a
presented object with a remembered object.

If they can recognize patterns they’ve seen before,
they cut down on the time they need to look at
something. You need to speed up the process (P918).

Problem sensitivi- The ability to tell when somety
thing is wrong or is likely to go
wrong. It does not involve
solving the problem, only recognizing there is a problem.

When doing obfuscation work, the code is often
scrambled in a way that is different every time. It’s
very hard to pick out the signal from the noise and
an expert can find patterns in this obfuscation
which is extremely difficult. Also the expert knows
when to stop doing the analysis because he knows
that he’s not going to find a signal there across all
the noise (P8-32).

Selective attention The ability to concentrate on a
task over a period of time
without being distracted

A variety of work is not important because distractions are the killer. Context switching has adverse
consequences because you cannot reach the
depth you need. Novices who don’t context switch
all the time have the greatest chance of becoming
successful (P11-50).

Speed of closure

Good reverse engineers are advanced at pattern
recognition. When you make those connections
within one code and across different codes; it’s
okay if you don’t know what the patterns mean, it’s
that you see the pattern (P2-17).

The ability to quickly make
sense of, combine, and organize information into meaningful patterns

The experts look at [a challenge problem] and give
the answer instantly because they’ve seen similar
stuff like this before. The novices cannot get
through it quickly (P8-13).
Time sharing

The ability to shift back and
forth between two or more
activities or sources of information (such as speech,
sounds, touch, or other
sources)

[Observed behavior]

Visual color
discrimination

The ability to match or detect
differences between colors,
including shades of color and
brightness

Workers even name functions in IDA with various
names that made sense to them and what makes
sense to them won’t make sense to anyone else.
[Some naming conventions and respective semantics are color coded in IDA and these are quickly
reviewed by the reverse engineer to create patterns of color to represent semantic patterns] (P2-
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Cognitive Ability Definition

Supporting Raw Data – Unedited (Reference)
27).

Visualization

The ability to imagine how
something will look after it is
moved around or when its
parts are moved or rearranged

You have to hold a lot of details in your mind at the
same time to be an expert and develop an abstraction that accounts for all of them and that abstraction can change in the face of new information.
You have to have a detailed stack and rearrange
the stack while staring at some bits (P11-22).

Written
comprehension

The ability to read and understand information and ideas
presented in writing

Experts have inquisitiveness, the ability to abstract
based on what they learn, the ability to restate
problems in a way that educates the reader who is
not as skilled as the reverse engineer stating them.
Communication is a vastly underrated skill in this
field. The depth of knowledge doesn’t matter if you
cannot get it across to an arbitrary audience (P1120).

Written expression

The ability to communicate
information and ideas in writing so others will understand

One [expert] he knew wrote fantastic work. The
characteristics of good quality work were: 1. The
report was a narrative which was important because technical reports can be very dry. He could
tell the story of the malware as it was happening;
not just describe what it was doing but trying to imagine why the author did what he did and what it
gained them by doing it that way. He could write
for the perspective audience by putting himself in
the audience’s shoes so you could tell if he was
writing it for network defense or intelligence (P1012).
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Table 4:

Raw Data from Participant Interviews

Participant

Raw Data (Unedited)

B1-7

I didn’t do reverse engineering at first; just liaison with customers and getting familiar
with it and the tools. I was entry level and transitioning to malware analyst

B1-9

To plateau to operational status, it takes one year of daily practice. Plateau is 80%
productivity.

P2-31

People can be an expert at either static or dynamic analysis. They tend to be good at
only one of the two. I am a great static guy; I have poor runtime skills. If you don’t know
how to do static analysis, you’re screwed.

P2-48

[Knowledge requirements:] Assembly language, architecture internals (how to write a
kernel driver), operating systems, executable formats, network protocols (packet headers and check sums level of knowledge [he goes into much detail here], high level programming language constructs (e.g., object oriented programming), a variety of languages, crypto

P4-3

It takes five years of experience to get to senior.

P4-11

We look at the raw assembly code and we see what the machine would process. There
are patterns in there and there are ways the computer does things that you learn over
time. Experienced people can see those patterns and reason through them quickly and
a novice takes time to figure that out.

P8-54

For expert, they need a moderately detailed knowledge of the most common and
several of the uncommon aspects of the various assembly languages. They also need
to transfer the high level interaction knowledge over to the architecture as appropriate.
For example, they should know Intel Windows Platforms, knowledge of X86 assembly,
including of the 1700 assembly instructions, the more interesting assembly instructions
that aren’t used at a high level. And an intimate knowledge of the most frequently occurring assembly instructions. And the ability to transfer that onto the mobile platforms
for example. Understanding how it works on this new platform.

P9-22

[an example critical incident] years and years ago…..there was a person in the office
that you would go to when you had a problem. He would sit in his cubical, he would
listen to thumping dance music, and he would say, “yes, do this” and sure enough that
would fix the problem. After repeated visits to this person over time on different problems, you’d get to the point where you’d already try his first suggestion before he told
you. Then one day, I brought a problem to him and I told him that these are the things
I’ve done and it still doesn’t work and he would say, “that’s very strange. I don’t know
what you should to. I’ve never had this happen before. You’re going to have to figure
this one out.” Then, once you figure it out, you go and share that with this experts.

P9-24

The novices think that there is someone on the team who knows everything and I’m not
as smart as him. But fortunately, it doesn’t take too long before the novice outstrips the
expert.

P9-25

That’s a huge point when the novices have become a peer with the experts.

P11-11

To get to a pretty senior level of knowledge, you need a minimum of 5 years of experience. You need to go through a significant number of challenges that you cannot get
help and still be required to solve the problem. You learn your own limitations in those
circumstances and how to overcome them. Thus, the work and the task are not daunting, you just need to work through your ignorance.
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4 Conclusions and Key Insights for Stakeholders

In sum, this malicious-code reverse engineering job role is about the development of experts and
masters. Without rapid development of high levels of expertise, the task work becomes exhausting, and consequently the retention of new hires suffers.
Research on expertise development indicates that across many domains, quality time on task is the
most important predictor of expertise development [Clark 2008, p. 202], which many participant
comments supported. Quality time on task, called deliberate practice [Ericsson 2006], is defined
as the diligent focus on mastering key work aspects through an expertise development process
with the end goal of improving overall performance. Participants mentioned that the most senior
experts were typically older and had many years of repeated experience handling difficult problems. Distractions from daily task work seemed to prohibit the development of expertise. Thus,
any activity stalling or prohibiting deliberate task engagement at the individual, team, and organizational levels may subsequently slow the development of expertise. And when the work becomes
exhausting, reverse engineers are in danger of leaving the organization. Thus, it is important for
individuals to structure their work in ways that maximize the amount of time spent being deeply
engaged with the work. For such time structuring to become practice, the organization must encourage effective worker autonomy. Even though these individuals do most of the deep technical
thinking in isolation, teamwork does exist through collaborative problem solving via joint malware analysis efforts. At the organizational level, inefficient and outdated policies and procedures
that cover the access, analysis, and storage of malware samples can significantly slow the process
of malware analysis and expertise development. In addition, the job role design outlined by Human Resources departments should be designed to maximize time on task by reducing or eliminating distracting job-related functions outside the purview of reverse engineering expertise (e.g.,
business development, administrative work, budgeting).
Several insights emerged that are important to stakeholders in training and curriculum development, and operations management. Training and curriculum development may only be possible
for the training of entry-level individuals up to perhaps the first two milestones outlined in the
“Analysis Results” section because of the vast amount of knowledge required for experts. Expertise in this domain does not necessarily entail the development of detailed knowledge and skills
on a few topics; it is about developing sufficient breadth of skills and knowledge on computer
software and hardware to enable finding the information needed to understand how the malware
impacts the hardware, software, and respective network. In addition, knowledge built from repeated experiences analyzing malicious code enables expeditious problem solving, which is especially important for time-sensitive sponsor-driven work. Many participants indicated that having
at least a bachelor’s degree in computer science will provide a well-rounded education, but, since
much of the advanced knowledge is self-taught, the college degree is not mandatory and is not as
important as having the motivation to learn new in-depth information. Teaching novices how to
motivate themselves and how to become self-teachers may prove difficult for traditional training
paradigms. Also, experts apparently have cognitive abilities (e.g., perceptual speed, deductive
reasoning) that, according to theories of general intelligence, are not teachable.
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There are also several emergent insights for organizational operations. First, severe job shortages
of critical job roles like malicious-code reverse engineering require due diligence to attract, develop, and retain talent. Participants mentioned that an organization’s team of reverse engineers is
only as skilled as its senior-most reverse engineer. Thus, retention of the best talent is crucial to
the development of new talent. Retention is enhanced by removing barriers to quality time on task
and by attracting challenging malicious code problems to solve. These study results intimate a
relationship between certain organizational operations that inhibit or encumber expertise development (i.e., high work-distraction rate, lack of recognition for excellent work, lack of team visioning, misfit with organizational strategies and mission) and personnel attrition. Generally,
teams of experts working together may be a rare phenomenon in the workforce, so more research
is needed to understand how, if at all, these individuals function together within an organizational
context. Historically, counterproductive organizational cultures, policies, and practices imposed
on a workforce caused it to adapt to working in sub-optimal and sometimes more inefficient conditions. However, expert reverse engineers are naturally autonomous, critical thinkers who may
not always tolerate working conditions that impede efficient and effective work output. Thus, organizations may need to re-evaluate whether such impositions are related enough to attrition to
warrant a different management paradigm that supports the emergent culture and requirements of
reverse engineers.
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5 Limitations

A few limitations and respective insights exist for both academic researchers and operations. First,
the explanation of what an expert is from the reverse engineer’s perspective is vague. Often, participants described attributes of an expert (e.g., these people are good oral presenters, they write
excellent reports), but they could not articulate exactly what expertise is and how it can be effectively measured. Consequently, it is unclear whether sensitive metrics can be established that truly
distinguish novices, intermediates, and experts. Once some level of self-reliance can be achieved,
individuals continue to develop their own expertise. This expertise is a self-chosen balance between breadth and depth of knowledge often based on their own interests as well as previous experiences with certain classes of malicious code. While a certain level of knowledge and skills is
required at certain milestones in the development of expertise, it is unclear what knowledge and
skill requirements exist at each milestone. For example, one of the milestones is indicated when
the trainee no longer requires frequent assistance from others to perform basic job duties that may
be related to a specific developed skill set. From a training perspective, this milestone can serve as
a training goal. However, beyond the initial milestones, the measurement of knowledge and skills
may be moot, not only because of this specialization but also because experts have other equally
important attributes. Experts were identifiable through proxy attributes (e.g., good writers, good
oral presenters), but good oral presenters could also be non-expert reverse engineers. In addition,
expert reverse engineers could also be poor writers. So future research needs to understand with
what reliability and to what degree these attributes indicate expertise.
A second limitation of this research is that our data may have a groupthink bias. Information and
opinions collected in these interviews may reflect the group’s consensus rather than an individual’s. Group members for whatever reason choose to not generate, analyze, or believe alternative
ideas contrary to the group’s, and, consequently, group consensus is maintained. Groupthink bias
may be present because participants admitted the high level of group sociability and many of the
responses collected were identical across participants, leaving doubt that individuals developed
unique ideas. Interviewees indicated that certain group members had been thinking about problems and solutions studied in our interview for several months prior and that solutions were often
discussed at social gatherings with team members. For example, when asked what attributes indicate novice reverse engineers, several participants mentioned that novices are likely to tout their
own mundane findings. However, there is no certainty that groupthink bias was actually present.
The results of our research could reflect healthy group decision making where alternative ideas
were presented by willing parties, and after much debate and discussion, the team came to a
healthy consensus. Groupthink bias is typically an indicator of group dysfunction or team complacency, whereas healthy group decision making is not dysfunctional. Future validation studies
on alternative samples of reverse engineers will help distinguish between the two.
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Appendix A Potential Requirements

Type

Slide Statement
#

Novice Individual

9

Personality-like traits: These are the top six most important personality
traits required for expertise in descending order: 1. Interest in solving
problems, 2. Self-motivated, 3. Contentiousness, 4. Takes initiative and
5. Shows creativity and 6. Remains up to date on current job knowledge.

Novice Individual

10

Personality-like traits: Autonomy—the ability to choose the work and the
work pacing is important but team strategist should be intimate with these
choices to minimize work duplication.

Novice Individual

10

Personality-like traits: There are problems with freedom to choose malware
to work on because you may be duplicating someone else’s work and not
know it. [This is inefficient] [requirement=avoid duplication of work]

Novice Individual

12

Teamwork Skills: The new hire must have teamwork skills; e.g., the ability
to overcoming team disagreements and the ability to coordinate with others
to complete work. This is because reverse engineers acknowledge the
need for teamwork skills. New hire selection criteria should include an
assessment of the candidate’s ability to overcome team disagreements.

Novice Individual

13

Teamwork Skills: These are the top five most important teamwork skills
required for expertise development in descending order: 1. Ability to voice
opinions freely, 2. Provide constructive performance feedback, 3. Welcomes new ideas, 4. Shares status information to improve team performance, 5. The ability to adapt with the team in dynamic environments.
Also, team leadership job role should set boundaries for what acceptable
team performance is.

Novice Individual

14

Gaming with the adversary: Create a work context in which some transparency exists between reverse engineer and adversary. Identifying and
predicting the evolution of the adversary’s skill attracts reverse engineers
to this type of work.

Novice Individual

15

Attracted to smart people: Create teams that new hires perceive as intelligent because this has historically been known to attract new talent. Often
this is because the person is hungry for knowledge.

Novice Individual

16

Not intimidated by hard work: Select new hires who are not intimidated by
difficult and/or time-consuming problems because these tend to be
successful hires. This is because experts constantly learn about their own
ignorance and fear should not prohibit them from working through their
ignorance.

Novice Individual

18

Domain-specific Knowledge and Skills: When selecting new hires, individuals who display depth and breadth of this domain-specific knowledge
might help him/her become expert reverse engineers. Also, candidates
need to demonstrate that they can converse on any topic (related or
unrelated to computer science) to deep technical depths.

Novice Individual

19

Quick cognitive processing speed: New hire candidates who respond
quickly to questions and challenge problems is a possible indicator of
repeated experience with that type of problem. However, the response
must be accurate. Processing speed is accrued with repeated exposure to
problem set and a proxy indicator of expertise level.
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Type

Slide Statement
#

Novice Individual

20

Meta awareness of problem space: Experts have the ability to build mental
abstractions, (e.g., seeing the broader problems inherent in the discipline
and seeing the nature of the problem he/she is currently working on) and
new hires should have this ability as well. Since these types of abstractions
are contingent upon prior work in the discipline, the ability to abstract is
assessed through the quality of responses candidates provide to challenge
problems. Thoughtful responses (e.g., pros and cons to each solution) that
indicate the person’s ability to articulate a broad perception of the problem
and pros and cons to possible solutions instead of canned responses is
important to personnel selection.

Novice Individual

21

Problem solving creativity: Select candidates on their ability to creatively
solve problems. Some problems demand more out-of-the-box thinking so
the selection of the candidate is based on the ability to reason through
difficult problems.

Novice Individual

23

Educational degrees: There is no unanimous agreement about whether
new hires should have earned at least a BS degree to be selected. Those
who believe a BS degree is required believed the degree should be in any
of the following: computer science, electrical engineering or computer
engineering. Most reverse engineers believe that an advanced degree is
not useful for reverse engineering.

Novice Individual

24

Certifications/Licensing: New hire candidates do not need certifications
and/or licenses to verify their knowledge and skills.

Novice Individual

25

Prior work experience: New hire candidates should have work experience
that provides knowledge and skills required for success. Most important is
prior work experience as a reverse engineer or work involving malware, but
other work experience as an incident responder, analyst position, system
admin, software developer (e.g., also development in low level languages,
C++, Delphi,) is also important. Also, work experience can be articulated
by the types of problems worked on and/or the tools they developed.

Novice Individual

26

Prior research experience: New hire candidates who have conducted
research projects in their work history may have some of the skills and
knowledge requirements to be successful

Expert Individual

29

Conference attendance: The expertise of the new hires may be contingent
upon the number and variety of security related conferences he/she has
attended in the past.

Expert Individual

30

Work experience: Expertise is based on years of reverse engineering work
experience that approximate “time on task.” The more quality time the person engages with difficult reverse engineering challenges, the more apt to
develop expertise. More experts new hire candidates may by indicated by
their prior work experience in software development, writing system drivers
and/or code libraries. Expertise seems to require 5 years minimum of
reverse engineering experience which should include several difficult problems worked on without the assistance of others. This affords the repeated
experience of working through their own ignorance; a possible requirement
for developing expertise.

Expert Individual

32 Personality: Experts have an array of non-cognitive personality-like traits
and that may indicate expertise. According to the team, these traits are also
33 visible in successful job candidates; these traits include persistence,
passion for the work, openness to experience, minimally intimidated by
problem solving, self-motivated, humility, curious, etc. In addition, tinkering,
work-related obsessive compulsiveness, the ability to develop insights
based on the work, and a bit of impulsiveness are also common traits of
experts.
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Type

Slide Statement
#

Expert Individual

34

Domain-specific knowledge and skills: Experts have both a breadth and
depth of knowledge on a variety of hardware and software topics. The
depth and breadth of the knowledge is driven by adversary’s expertise.
Part of domain-specific skills experts develop is the ability and motivation
to create tools that assist in the automation of repetitive tasks. These tools
are a reflection of the detailed knowledge and skills acquired over time in
reverse engineering. In addition, the reverse engineer’s level of expertise
can be gauged by the difficulty of the problems being solved and the
approach taken to solve them.

Expert Individual

36

Written communication skills: Expert reverse engineers tend to be highly
skilled at technical writing and written correspondences; however, a poor
writer does not indicate a poor reverse engineer. Writing quality is indicated by concise language describing abstract and complex phenomenon to
less knowledgeable readership.

Expert Individual

37

Formal presentation skills: Experts are often skilled at formal oral presentations. Experts study their audience and communicate the relevant information in a way that facilitates understanding of deep technical knowledge.
Experts also tend to be clear and concise oral communicators.

Expert Individual

39

Possesses ‘remembering’ higher order skill: Experts are able to quickly
perceive and remember patterns of binaries based on past experience with
these and other similar patterns. Patterns are not exclusive to binaries but
can be, for example, patterns of assembly code instructions.

Expert Individual

40

Possesses ‘remembering’ higher order skill: The higher order thinking skills
important to expertise is processing speed. The faster the person can recognize information and identify possible solutions, the more expert. Perceptual speed is contingent upon access to long-term memories of
relevant information and working memory spans that accommodates
perceived information in the environment, long-term memories, and other
relevant information for decision making.

Expert Individual

41

Possesses ‘understanding’ higher order skill: Experts develop an understanding (through intuition or reasoning) for how malware works and why it
works the way it does and what the adversary’s intent was.

Expert Individual

42

Possesses ‘applying’ higher order skill: Experts apply learned knowledge
and skills to assist in problem solving.

Expert Individual

43

Possesses ‘analyzing’ higher order skill: Expertise requires multifarious
analytic capabilities. The person must be able to review a large amount of
information and be able to use deductive reasoning, compare semantically
different pieces of the code, and formulate an abstract mental model of
how components of the malicious code interrelate

Expert Individual

44 Possesses ‘evaluating’ higher order skill: Experts demonstrate evaluation
and 1.) by judging what is fact and what is an unsupported assumption, 2.) by
45 minimizing subjective options, and 3.) by being skeptical of results.

Expert Individual

46

Possesses ‘creativity’ higher order skill: Experts are creative; they have
lateral and divergent thinking processes to generate an array of possible
solutions to test.

Expert Individual

47

Possesses ‘learning’ higher order skill: Experts must be self-taught to fill in
the knowledge and skill gaps that a piece of malicious code poses. This
acquired information is from online sources, books, and colleagues.

Team

55

Appropriate work pacing: Time pressures and deadline-driven work is
contrarian to productivity. Too much time pressure prevents individuals
from having the time to think of new solutions and to think abstractly.
Deadline-driven work makes it difficult to take the necessary to understand
the malicious code at the depth required.
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Type

Slide Statement
#

Team

58

Provide appropriate training: This position requires a formal mentoring
program that implements a formal job training strategy because of the
steep learning curve and autonomy. However, training expert skills and
knowledge that are difficult to articulate poses a challenge. If the training
includes tools, the emphasis should not be on the reliance of tools; rather
on the value the tools provide and the meaning of the output.

Team

60

Enable Autonomy: This job role must be predominantly autonomous with
the supportive management of the team leadership.

Team

62

Enable connection with the adversary: What attracts reverse engineers is
the ability to understand the intent of the adversary and watch the adversarial capabilities evolve. This should be a required characteristic.

Team

64

Appropriate work tasking: Work should be determined by the sponsor’s
needs but should also fit with the overall team mission. Also, management
should be familiar with individual work goals to maximize team efficiency.

Team

68

Team Structure: The team structure may need to be self-organizing; forming and dissolving based on the work type and on trusting interpersonal
relationships.

Team

69

Fosters a culture of feedback and communication: Promote a culture of
feedback and constructive communication. Performance feedback, both
positive and negative, are important but too much unconstructive negative
feedback can lead to lack of collaboration and attrition. Performance feedback is most important from the sponsors but perhaps equally as important
from the organization and from peers.

Team

70

Advocate for the team to senior management: The team leadership (e.g.,
the team manager) needs to be an advocate for the team with respect to
senior management. This leadership needs to convey the expertise and
problem space the team works within such that senior management is
aware of the value of the team and the value of the work.

Team

71

Enforces performance accountability: The team culture is that of highly
accurate, high-quality deliverables. When performance is not positively and
negatively reinforced, some team members produce subpar work quality,
and this leads to friction and demoralization within the team. Ultimately,
poor-quality work from a single individual reflects negatively on the entire
team. Thus, quality work should be positively reinforced and poor-quality
work, negatively reinforced from the formal leadership.

Team

72

Effective team leadership styles: Effective team leadership includes the
ability to move between autocratic, democratic, consultative, participative,
and laissez-faire leadership styles when appropriate. The leadership
should have the ability to manage autonomous individuals, build team consensus, and also push the team to generate a team vision/mission/strategy
that is overtly supported and articulated to senior management within the
organization.

Team

73

Facilitate more intra-team collaboration and information sharing: Team
collaboration and information sharing is a method to enhance the intellectual capital of the entire team. There are reasons why information sharing
is difficult.

Organizational
and Team

56

Minimal distractions from task engagement: To foster the development of
expertise, minimal distractions from deep engagement with the work and
problem space is important. Distractions reduce the time available to work
on problems. Ineffective meetings are considered a distraction.

Organizational
and Team

60

Autonomous job role: This job role must be predominantly autonomous
with the supportive management of the team leadership.

Organizational

50

Create new job roles: Create a new job role for business development and
funding solicitation for the team of reverse engineers.
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Slide Statement
#

Organizational

51

Hire new candidates: Adequately staff the team of reverse engineers.

Organizational

52

Modify existing job role: The malicious code reverse engineer job role
needs to have the appropriate types of functional roles that reflect their
expertise. For example, non-management reverse engineers should not
have a business development functional role because this is outside of
their expertise. The position should not have heavy role strain that would
add temporal pressure and unnecessary distractions. Also, promotions
should be based on goals and objectives that reflect their functional roles.
Also, the funding paradigm with charge strings don’t fit well with the nature
of reverse engineering work so perhaps modify the funding paradigm to
create a better fit.

Organizational

54

Work/life balance: The job should promote work-life balance demonstrated
by having the flexibility to set work hours and to some extent, the work
location (e.g., at the office or at home).

Organizational

57

Support the development of expertise: The job should be designed such
that expertise development is not encumbered, rather supported. Not only
does the development of expertise depend on “time on task” (see slide 31),
but expertise is indicated by both speed and accuracy of deliverables. If
either speed or accuracy is encumbered, friction occurs. Accuracy can be
facilitated by collaborations across organizations to learn from other
experts. Mentorship opportunities need to be provided to novice reverse
engineers.

Organizational

59

Provide appropriate tools: This position requires tools for conducting daily
task work (IDA pro, compiler, debugger, etc.), tools for storing and searching artifact catalogs, tools for customer access to reports, and tools that
are generated by reverse engineers to automate work processes (e.g.,
malware decoding tools, de-obfuscation tools, etc.).

Organizational

61

Provide excellent work experience: The quality of the work experience
must be high to reduce boredom and attrition. The work must be interesting, diverse, deeply challenging, and broadly impacting to attract and retain
senior reverse engineers.

Organizational

63

Provide opportunities to watch adversary evolve: What attracts reverse
engineers is the ability to understand the intent of the adversary and watch
the adversarial capabilities evolve. This should be a required characteristic.

Organizational

65

Appropriate performance metrics: Create new performance metrics that
accurately reflect speed and accuracy of work products. Do not use
productivity metrics because they often are absent of indicators of quality.
While deriving metrics that distinguish novices from experts is challenging,
scenario-based metrics are suggested by reverse engineers.

Organizational

75

Create directorate mission that values malicious code reverse engineering:
The organization needs to have a mission that includes the mission of the
reverse engineering team. Without this, the team lacks fit with the organization and questions its value and importance to the organization. The
team strategy should include a budget plan with a funding pipeline plan.
The team strategy should also emphasize research (e.g. longitudinal
analysis, trends analysis, etc.).

Organizational

77

Minimize attrition: This job role should minimize the following causal factors
which have historically led to burnout and attrition listed below. These
factors have been explicitly stated in the interviews to cause burnout and
attrition.

Organizational

78

Groom and retain experts: The organization must devise a job role and
work context environment that fosters the development and retention of
experts.
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#

Organizational

79

Value the team: The organization must overtly communicate the value of
the team and their expertise they bring to the organization. Silence can be
misinterpreted negatively and ultimately leads to team apathy, cynicism
and demoralization.

Organizational

80

Create effective organizational senior management: Effective senior
management creates an overall mission statement that reverse engineering fits into. Also, effective management tries to understand the nature of
the reverse engineering work and team expertise, values and acknowledges the team expertise, removes boulders in the path to development of
expertise, and creates a clear communication channel amongst reverse
engineers, reverse engineering team leadership and senior management.

Organizational

81

Re-evaluate policies and procedures: The organizational policies and
procedures that hinder the development of expertise stated on slide 2 must
be re-addressed. Particularly, policies regarding release review, accessing
malware in a secure environment, and storing and backing up copies of
malware are policies that slow the work flow and deliverable rate to a
frustrating degree.
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Appendix B Raw Data from Interviews
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Appendix C Interview Materials

Structured Interview Topics


Background Information



Knowledge Requirements



Critical Incidents



Contextual Interview



Personality



Teamwork



Organizational Requirements

Background
Job Title
Number of years working within this job?
Number of years working as an employee within the
computer science discipline?
Specific expertise you bring to your current job

Number of years beyond a high school diploma you
have been in school
Highest degree earned
Describe the work flow you encountered on a daily
basis.
In your opinion, describe factors that differentiate
expert from novice performance in this job.
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Knowledge Requirements
Instructions: For the following questions, answer them with respect to what is required for
job performance you can be proud to deliver.


Job knowledge
o What knowledge (e.g., topics) is required?



Experience/work history
o Related Work Experience — Amount of related work experience required to get
hired for the job?

o



Any specific experiences required?

Formal Education
o What degree is required to perform your job?
o

What course work is relevant?

o

What type of on-the-job training is provided? Apprenticeships? Amount?



Certifications and licensing requirements?



Vocational interests



Hobbies/other interests
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Personality
Instructions: For this section, you will only answer based on your own view of what is required for your level of expertise in this job position. When you make ratings, think about all
aspects of your job and then make your ratings. You will use two scales to answer each
question (e.g., importance, frequency and improvement). If you have a question about the
item, please interrupt the facilitator to ask the question. If you wish to elaborate on the point,
tell the facilitator to mark the item and then once the survey is complete, discussion is welcome.
Importance

Frequency

Item
Is calm and self-accepting
Takes initiative
Self-motivated
Displays self-confidence
Needs or enjoys social interaction
Is perceptive, tactful and sensitive
Has a conforming personality
Shows creativity
Has an interest in solving problems
Remains up-to-date with job-related knowledge
Openness to experience: having wide interests, being imaginative,
insightful
Conscientiousness: Being scrupulous, meticulous, principled behavior
and conforming to one’s own conscience
Extraversion: gregarious, projecting one’s personality outwardly
Agreeableness: Compliant, trusting, empathetic, sympathetic, friendly,
cooperative
Neuroticism: tendency to become upset or emotional
Self-esteem: An individual's sense of his or her value or worth, or the
extent to which a person values, approves of, appreciates, prizes, or likes
him or herself
Harm avoidance: A tendency towards shyness, being fearful and
uncertain, tendency to worry.
Novelty seeking: Impulsive, exploratory, fickle, excitable, quick-tempered,
and extravagant.
Perfectionism: Socially prescribed perfectionism – "believing that others
will value you only if you are perfect." Self-oriented perfectionism – "an
internally motivated desire to be perfect.
The inability to express emotions. "To have no words for one's inner
experience"
Rigidity: Inflexibility, difficulty making transitions, adherence to set
patterns
Impulsivity: Risk taking, lack of planning, and making up one's mind
quickly
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Importance

Frequency

Item
Inability or unwillingness to constrain impulses
Psychoticism: aggressiveness and interpersonal hostility
Obsessive: Persistent, often unwelcome, and frequently disturbing ideas,
thoughts, images or emotions, rumination, often inducing an anxious
state.

Teamwork


Individual vs. Team Structure — Identifies the extent to which employees work in intact
teams
o Percent of Time in Intact Team — Approximately what percentage of your time
do you spend working in an intact team? By intact team we mean a group of 3 or
more employees who are jointly responsible for whole work processes and work
toward shared goals (e.g., production team; development team; project team).




Are teams homogeneous or heterogeneous with respect to expertise?
Circle the type(s) of team structure you worked within.

Figure 1: Examples of Teamwork Processes
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Please provide frequency and importance ratings for the following with respect to a successful team:
 Team cohesion
 Team Orientation (a person’s awareness of self with regard to position, time, place
and relationships within the team)
 Team adaptive to dynamic environment
 Team sociability on non-work related topics
 The ability of a team member to voice opinions freely
 The ability of team members to welcome new ideas
 Team leadership sets boundaries for what is acceptable team performance
 Team leadership sets boundaries for what is acceptable team behavior
 The team proactively anticipates negative events that could arise in the future
 The team proactively strategizes tactics that address negative events that are probably to arise in the future
 The team tries to establish group unanaminity and agreements rather than appraising
all counter alternatives that may disrupt group agreement
 Team members share team status information to improve performance.
 Team members ensure that other team members understand communications.
 Team back up behavior
 Clear communication is supported and encouraged
 Performance feedback is constructive
 The team coordinates for effective team performance

Describe the leadership of the typical team. Does the team have a clearly identified team
lead? What type of leadership does that individual typically display?

Laissez-faire

Democratic

Participative

Consultative

Autocratic
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Organizational
Instructions: For this section, you will only answer based on your own view of what is required for your level of expertise in this job position. Some of the questions are open-ended
and some require you to make ratings on two different scales (e.g., importance and frequency). When you make ratings, think about all aspects of your job first and then make your ratings.

FREQUENCY and IMPORTANCE RATINGS
 Work values
o Achievement — Occupations that satisfy this work value are results oriented
and allow employees to use their strongest abilities, giving them a feeling of
accomplishment. Corresponding needs are Ability Utilization and Achievement.

o

o

Achievement — Workers on this job get a feeling of accomplishment.

Working Conditions — Occupations that satisfy this work value offer job security and good working conditions. Corresponding needs are Activity, Compensation, Independence, Security, Variety and Working Conditions.


Activity — Workers on this job are busy all the time.



Independence — Workers on this job do their work alone.



Variety — Workers on this job have something different to do every
day.



Compensation — Workers on this job are paid well in comparison
with other workers in the same team or peer group.



Working Conditions — Workers on this job have good working conditions. Please define “good” for the researcher.



Workers have job stability

Recognition — Occupations that satisfy this work value offer advancement,
potential for leadership, and are often considered prestigious. Corresponding
needs are Advancement, Authority, Recognition and Social Status.


Advancement — Workers on this job have opportunities for advancement.



Recognition — Workers on this job receive recognition for the work
they do.
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o

o

o



Authority — Workers on this job give directions and instructions to
others.



Social Status — Workers on this job are looked up to by others in
their company and their community.

Relationships — Occupations that satisfy this work value allow employees to
provide service to others and work with co-workers in a friendly noncompetitive environment. Corresponding needs are Co-workers, Moral Values and Social Service.
 Co-workers — Workers on this job have co-workers who are easy to
get along with.


Social Service — Workers on this job have work where they do
things for other people.



Moral Values — Workers on this job are pressured to do things that
go against their sense of right and wrong.

Support — Occupations that satisfy this work value offer supportive management that stands behind employees. Corresponding needs are Company
Policies, Supervision: Human Relations and Supervision: Technical.
 Company Policies and Practices — Workers on this job are treated
fairly by the company.


Supervision, Human Relations — Workers on this job have supervisors who back up their workers with management.



Supervision, Technical — Workers on this job have supervisors who
train their workers well.

Independence — Occupations that satisfy this work value allow employees to
work on their own and make decisions. Corresponding needs are Creativity,
Responsibility and Autonomy.
 Creativity — Workers on this job try out their own ideas.


Responsibility — Workers on this job make decisions on their own.



Autonomy — Workers on this job plan their work with little supervision.
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IMPORTANCE RATINGS ONLY-How important is it to you to have a job that has these qualities


Organizational Context
o Decentralization and Employee Empowerment — Indicates the degree to
which employees are provided with different types of information and participate in decision-making
 Have Control Over Unit or Department — You have a great deal of
control over what happens in your unit or department


Have Influence Over Decisions — You have a great deal of influence
over decisions that are made in your unit or department.



Monitor Data on Quality/costs/Waste/etc. — You monitor data on
quality, costs, waste, and productivity



Determine Work Flow or Order of Tasks — You determine work flow
or the order in which tasks are performed



Invest in New Equipment and Technology — You invest in new
equipment and technology



Develop New Products, Services, and Procedures — You develop
new products, services, and procedures

OPEN-ENDED
o Human Resources Systems and Practices — Organizational practices and policies designed to ensure that an organization has employees who are capable of
meeting its goals
 Recruitment and Selection — Organizational practices, decisions, and processes that affect (a) the capability of an organization to make hiring, promotion, and other personnel decisions,
and (b) the number or types of individuals who are willing to apply for or accept a given vacancy
o

Recruitment Operations — Activities involved in implementing recruitment plans (e.g., selecting sources, realistic job preview)


o

Sources of People for Current Job — Which
sources are used to recruit people for your current job?

Selection Assessment Methods Used — The methods
used for selection or promotion of employees
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o

Training and Development — The systematic acquisition of attitudes, concepts,
knowledge, roles, or skills that result in improved performance at work


o

Areas of Recent Formal Training — What job-related formal
training have you received in the last two years?

Reward System — Monetary compensation and monetary and non-monetary
benefits organizations provide to their employees




Compensation Package Components — Which of the following
is actually (not theoretically) part of your compensation package
(i.e., pay)?
(a) their knowledge, skills, and performance,
(b) seniority,
(c) team performance,
(d) organizational performance, and
(e) job attributes

Benefits — The extent to which employees' compensation includes
benefits such as pensions, insurance, paid leave, awards and bonuses,
pay for time not worked, etc.








o

Assessment Methods Used to Select for Job —
Which assessment methods are used to select
people for your current job?

Benefit Components — Which of the following is part of your
benefits?
pensions,
insurance,
paid leave,
awards and bonuses,
pay for time not worked, etc.
Other: _________________________________

Social Processes — A functional subsystem of organization structure subsuming
processes linking people (employees) to their work and to each other and includes elements such as values, goals, leadership, and roles
 Goals — Individual goal setting.
 Individual Goal Characteristics — The extent to which an individual's goal is made explicit, and the probability that an individual
can attain the goal
o

Who sets your work goals? You or your supervisor?
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o

What kinds of work goals are common to this job? Are
they quantitate or qualitative? (e.g., completing X number of activities vs. taking courses at a local university)

o

Achieve Most Important Individual Goal — Realistically,
the probability that you will achieve your most important
individual work goal this year is:

Goal Feedback — The extent to which an individual is given periodic feedback regarding his or her progress against a goal
o

How Many Specific Individual Goals — What percentage
of your individual work goals are specific -- that is, you
will know exactly when you have achieved them?

o

When Get Information on Individual Goals — How often
do you get information regarding how close you are to
achieving your most important individual work goal (for
example, an interim financial report or data on number of
units sold)?

o

Informal, Job-Relevant Feedback — How frequently do
you receive informal, job-relevant feedback from your
supervisor?

o

Meet One-on-One With Supervisor on Goals, Training,
and Development — During the past year, how often
have you met one-on-one with your immediate supervisor to discuss issues such as your performance, goals,
training and development?

IMPORTANCE AND FREQUENCY
o Roles — Characteristics of job incumbents' roles, such as the extent to which
they involve conflict and overload
 Role Relationships — Importance of different types of interactions with
others both inside and outside the organization
 Job Interactions — How important are interactions requiring the
worker to:
o Deal With External Customers — How important is it to
work with external customers or the public in this job?
o

Coordinate or Lead Others — How important is it to coordinate or lead others in accomplishing work activities
in this job?
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Role Conflict — The extent to which an individual has to deal with conflicting demands
o Often Receive Conflicting Requests — How often do you
receive conflicting requests from two or more people at
work.
o

Work With Groups With Different Focuses — How often
do you work with two or more groups who want you to
focus on different things.

o

You and Your Supervisor Agree About Job — How often
do you and your supervisor agree about what your job
should be.

o

Supervisor Makes Conflicting Requests — How often
does your supervisor ask you to do two or more things
that conflict (for example, save a large amount of money
while at the same time dramatically increasing quality).

Role Negotiability — The extent to which an individual can negotiate
his/her role in an organization
o Negotiate Changes in Role with Supervisor — How often
do you negotiated changes in the nature of your role at
work with your supervisor.
o



Significant Input Into Way You Do Job — How often do
you have significant input into the way you do your job.

Role Overload — A discrepancy between the job's demands and one's
ability to meet those demands
o Get Assignments without Adequate Resources — How
often do you receive assignments at work without adequate resources and materials to complete them properly.
o

Given Enough Time to Do Work — How often are you
given enough time to do what is expected of you at work.

o

Too Much for One Person to Do — How often does it
seems like you have too much work for one person to
do.
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o

o

o

Task Identity — The extent to which tasks performed on this job can be perceived as contributing to the final product
 Job Involves Whole Piece of Work — To what extent does your job involve doing a 'whole' and identifiable piece of work? That is, is the job a
complete piece of work that has an obvious beginning and end? Or is it
only a small part of the overall piece of work, which is finished by other
people or automatic machines? (If your job involves many different tasks
or pieces of work, try to think about your typical tasks or the tasks you
spend the most time on.)


Can Do Entire Piece of Work — Your job is arranged so that you can do
an entire piece of work from beginning to end.



Can Finish What You Start — Your job provides you a chance to completely finish the piece of work you began.

Autonomy — The amount of freedom in the job, as reflected in a person being
able to exercise personal initiative and judgment in task performance
 Autonomy and Freedom in Job — How much autonomy and freedom are
there in your job? That is, to what extent does your job permit you to decide on your own how to go about doing your job?


Chance for Initiative and Judgment — Your job gives you a chance to
use your personal initiative and judgment in carrying out the work.



Opportunity for Independence and Freedom — Your job gives you considerable opportunity for independence and freedom in how you do your
job.

Feedback — The extent to which this job provides information about how well
one is performing
 Extent of Feedback From Doing Job Itself — To what extent does doing
the job itself provide you with information about your work performance?
That is, does the actual work itself provide clues about how well you are
doing--aside from any 'feedback' co-workers or supervisors may provide?


Provides Chances for Feedback — Just doing the job provides many
chances for you to figure out how well you are doing.



After Finishing Job, Know Own Performance — After you finish a job,
you know whether you performed well.
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OPEN-ENDED
o Job Stability and Rotation — The amount of stability in the job and the extent of
job rotation
 Number of Supervisors in Past Year — How many different supervisors have you had in the past year?


Number of Work Teams in Past Year — Approximately
how many different work teams have you belonged to
during the past year?



Number of Work Group Reorganizations in Past Year —
In the past year, how many times has your primary work
group gone through some kind of reorganization?



Number of Times Nature of Job Changed — In the past
year, how many times has the nature of your job duties
changed dramatically?

IMPORTANCE ONLY
o

Culture — Patterns of behaviors and social relationships reflecting the assumptions, values, norms, and artifacts shared by members of the organization
 Organizational Values — Indicates the importance of different organizational values such as tradition, stability, innovation, and collaboration
 Guiding Principles of Organization — How important are each of
the following concepts, or values, as a guiding principle for your
organization as a whole.
 Taking Chances; Going Out on a Limb — Taking chances; going out on a limb Fairness;


Justice — Fairness; justice



Precision — Precision; paying attention to even the
smallest details



Stability — Stability; keeping things on an even keel



Getting Things Done — Getting things done; taking decisive or quick action



Caring About Employees — Caring about employees;
showing concern for their well-being Innovation — Innovation; finding new and better ways of doing things;
openness to new ideas
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Aggressiveness — Aggressiveness; forcefully going after what you want



Valuing Customers — Valuing customers; emphasizing
customer service



Providing High Quality Products — Providing high quality
products or services; meeting high standards of excellence



Openness and Honesty — Openness; honesty; keeping
employees well informed



Flexibility, Adapting to Change — Flexibility, adapting to
change Supervisor Role — The nature of supervisory
leadership

OPEN-ENDED
o Supervisor Friendly and Supportive — To what extent does your supervisor act in
a friendly and supportive manner? For example, does he/she show concern for
members of your work group and respect for your ideas?
 Supervisor Takes Active Role — To what extent does
your supervisor take an active role in directing your work
group's activities by setting goals, planning and scheduling work, assigning tasks, and making sure that each
person knows what he/she should be doing?


Supervisor Provides Clear Vision — To what extent does
your supervisor provide members of your work group
with a clear vision of where the group is going and keep
everyone fully committed to the work at hand?



Supervisor Solves Problems — To what extent does
your supervisor quickly and effectively solve problems,
even difficult problems, that come up in your work
group?
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